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PowerAqua is a Question Answering (QA) system, which takes as input a question 

expressed in natural language and is able to locate and aggregate answers from 

distributed, and conceptually heterogeneous semantic resources.  In earlier project 

deliverables we have described the integration of PowerAqua with the 

OpenKnowledge peer-to-peer architecture (PowerAqua-OK), in particular 

illustrating how such an integration can support novel ‘cautious knowledge sharing’ 

scenarios, where individual knowledge providers maintain control over access to 

their own repositories and advertise their knowledge ‘cautiously’.  To this purpose 

we have developed a novel ontology summarization algorithm, which automatically 

extracts a set of concepts from an ontology, which best describe it. This mechanism 

makes it possible for knowledge providers to advertise their ontologies and 

knowledge bases, without exposing too much content.  

This deliverable presents the final version of the PowerAqua-OK system, which 

improves in a number of respects over the versions described in earlier project 

deliverables:  

(1) It exhibits better performance, thanks to a tighter and more efficient 

integration with the latest version of the Watson ontology search engine.  

(2) It provides a novel semantic ranking mechanism, which lists the answers to a 

query in an order reflecting PowerAqua’s own assessment of the reliability of 

the results. 

(3) It enhances the existing architecture for cautious knowledge sharing, through 

the integration of an ‘access rights’ mechanism, which makes it possible to 

define at a fine-grained level and in a flexible way which parts of an ontology 

can be accessed by specific human users or software agents. 

(4) It has been integrated with a novel trust engine, which takes as input 

feedback from a user about the quality of the information received from a 

particular source, and formally computes the current trust values for all 

entities in the associated ontology. 

 



1. Introduction 

In earlier project deliverables, D8.2 [1] and D8.4 [2], we described an initial 
integration of the OpenKnowledge Semantic Web (SW) applications, PowerAqua 
[3] and PowerMagpie [4], with the OpenKnowledge (OK) peer to peer infrastructure 
[5]. This ‘vanilla integration’ was achieved by decentralising the Watson Semantic 
Web Gateway [6] over the OpenKnowledge peer to peer architecture and by creating 
appropriate interaction models to support the broadcasting of queries from 
application peers to nodes in the network – i.e., to the mini-Watsons.   

Building on the work carried out in D8.2 and D8.4, in the more recent D8.5 
deliverable [7] we presented a second integration scenario, which realizes a much 
tighter integration between the OK infrastructure and the SW applications, which we 
called ‘cautious knowledge sharing’. In this scenario each node in the network only 
advertises a subset of the knowledge it contains, while queries to the network are 
routed through a DescriptionRepository, which only sends them to those peers, 
which can in principle answer them. Such ‘cautious advertising’ is realized by 
automatically generating ontology summaries, which only contain a small set of 
concepts, which best describe the ontology [8]. 

Having realized this second integration scenario, we also presented in D8.5 a 
task-based evaluation of PowerAqua (where PowerAqua is the application requiring 
knowledge and the Watson Peers the knowledge providers), by comparing its 
performance with that achieved using the standard, centralized Watson repository, 
which is publicly available at http://watson.kmi.open.ac.uk/.  The evaluation showed 
that the use of automatic key concept extraction to support ‘cautious advertising’ had 
a surprising negligible impact on recall (at least in the case of PowerAqua), while at 
the same time significantly reduced the number of expensive interactions, which 
were needed to retrieve the relevant knowledge structures from the Watson peers.  

In this deliverable we present the latest release of the integration of PowerAqua 
with the OpenKnowledge peer-to-peer architecture, which we refer to as the 
PowerAqua-OK system.  This new version includes a number of enhancements: 

1. It exhibits better performance, thanks to a tighter and more efficient 
integration with the latest version of the Watson ontology search engine. 

2. It includes a novel semantic ranking mechanism, which lists answers to a 
query in an order reflecting PowerAqua’s own assessment of the reliability of 
the results. 

3. It is integrated with a novel trust engine, which takes as input feedback from a 
user about the quality of the information received from a particular source, 
and formally computes trust values for all entities in the relevant ontology. 

4. It enhances the existing architecture for cautious knowledge sharing, through 
the integration of an ‘access rights’ mechanism, which makes it possible to 
define at a fine-grained level and in a flexible way which parts of an ontology 
can be accessed by specific human users or software agents.  

The deliverable is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the 
improvements to the performance of the integrated PowerAqua/Watson, which  
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made it possible for us to compete in the first Billion Triple Challenge1.  In section 3 
we present the novel semantic ranking mechanism while in section 4 we illustrate the 
integration of the access rights framework in the PowerAqua-OK architecture. In 
section 5 we give the specification of the trust engine and finally, in section 6, we 
reiterate the main contributions of this work and we highlight some key issues that 
will require further investigation.  

2. Improving the performance of the PowerAqua-OK system 

One of the main issues for applications such as PowerAqua is obviously real time 
performance. Here we discuss the issues we faced to run PowerAqua and Watson 
with the dataset provided by the Billion Triple Challenge.  This dataset forms a huge 
information resource that is not only challenging because of its scale, but also 
because of its heterogeneity and complexity.  

In particular, the optimization of PowerAqua and Watson for the Billion Triple 
Challenge has resulted not just in improvements to the algorithms these systems 
implement, but also in a tighter integration between them, which significantly 
improves the performance of the interaction between the two systems. As we pointed 
out in deliverable D8.5, we can measure speed both with respect to the time needed 
to answer a query, and also (more significantly) in terms of the number of calls 
required to the Watson API2. Consequently, PowerAqua presents now faster 
response times to answer a user query, both in the centralized and peer to peer 
versions.  
We improved the architectures of PowerAqua and Watson in several ways, as briefly 
reported in what follows.   

2.1 Performance improvements in PowerAqua 

PowerAqua’s algorithm has been detailed in previous deliverables.  Here, without 
going into details, we only list the main modifications done to PowerAqua to reduce 
the number of calls to Watson and therefore improve performance. By and large 
these modifications try to avoid expensive computations in those scenarios where 
simple methods are able to yield solutions. In particular: 

• The time consuming process of analyzing indirect relationships (i.e., 
relationships which require two triples to be joined) is only carried out in 
those cases where no direct relationship between candidate entities is found.  

• Previously the algorithm operated in a strict sequential fashion, by first 
collecting all candidate ontological entities for the linguistic terms in a query, 
and then identifying relevant relationships between these entities. Now, the 
algorithm can re-iterate through the two different phases in order to look only 
for the best mappings in the first instance. This is very useful in the case of 

                                                        
1 See http://challenge.semanticweb.org/ for more details on this competition. 
2  Here it is important to remind the reader that the total number of calls to the Watson API depends 

directly on the number of peers (data) that take part in the answering process. For instance, as a result 
of the key-concept-based indexing, in the query, “Which are the albums of the rock group 
metallica?”, only 4706 calls are sent to the API in the OK infrastructure (where 7 peers are selected 
as relevant), instead of 25338 calls, as it is the case with the centralized version. 
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compound terms, where the algorithm would now look for mappings for terms 
forming a compound only if required. For example, for the query “what 
disease has symptoms hair loss?”, the algorithm now attempts to find 
mappings for the terms “hair” and “loss” only if no ontological triple can be 
found which cover “hair loss”, “diseases” and “symptoms”.   

• In the case that the algorithm cannot find an ontology that covers at least two 
of the terms in a linguistic triple (even when compounds are split), then the 
last attempt in order to find a solution is to look for partial mappings for the 
linguistic triple (in other words, it tries to find ontological triples considering 
only mappings for one of the linguistic terms). However, when trying out this 
possibility, the system only looks for straight identity matches and does not 
use any additional semantic information, such as synonyms, hypernyms and 
hyponyms.  

In addition, as already mentioned, PowerAqua’s algorithm has also been modified 
to achieve a tighter integration with Watson. Indeed, as pointed out in deliverable 
D8.5, when PowerAqua relies on its internal Sesame repositories, the average time 
for answering a query in the benchmark presented in D8.5 was 30% better than the 
figure achieved with the standalone Watson.  However, in this final version, for 
many of the queries in the collection, we have achieved response times with Watson, 
which are very close to the ones we obtain with the dedicated Sesame repositories 
integrated with PowerAqua. This important achievement has been obtained by 
reducing the number of candidate mappings returned by Watson. For instance, for 
the query “which rivers flow into the Black Sea”, PowerAqua looks for mappings for 
“Black Sea” in the usual way, however, it looks for ontological mappings for both 
“rivers”, “flow”, and their lexically related words, only in ontologies in which there 
are also mappings for the second term “Black Sea” or any of its variations (by 
splitting the compound into “black” and “sea” or using lexically related words if 
any). This reduces drastically the number of candidate mapping to be analyzed 
without affecting recall.   

The performance of Watson has also been improved, as discussed in the next 
section. 

2.2 Performance improvements in Watson 

Watson interacts with applications like PowerAqua through the API it provides, 
which relies on several Web services allowing remote calls to its functionalities. The 
efficient implementation of these services is essential for obtaining reasonable 
response times for applications, and has therefore been carefully revised.  In 
particular, as mentioned above, a number of improvements have been realized 
following the application of Watson and PowerAqua to the Billion Triple Challenge 
dataset. 

To obtain these improvements, we have produced a new instance of Watson 
relying on indexes generated on top of the billion triple dataset3 and monitoring 
carefully the interactions between this instance and PowerAqua to identify 

                                                        
3  Note that Watson’s indexing process has also been improved, allowing us to create the billion triple 

indexes in only a few weeks, while it would have taken several months with earlier versions of the 
system. As an additional benefit this process now also requires less memory and storage space than 
before. 
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bottlenecks, redundancies and inefficient processes. As a result, a new version of the 
Watson services and API (version 2.0) has been produced, which differs from the 
previous version in the following ways: 

• Additional functionalities have been developed to better fit the needs of 
applications like PowerAqua. In particular, new functions based on the 
coverage of a set of keywords during search makes it possible to locate first 
ontologies containing several of the terms provided. Also, information about 
the scores of results according to the matching with the keywords are now 
returned so that PowerAqua can control the amount of information it wishes to 
inspect in detail.  

• To “factorize” calls to the services, additional functions have been created that 
return more information without requiring additional calls. As an example, 
instead of obtaining only the URI of an entity as the result of a search and 
querying for its type in a later call, the type of resulting entities can now be 
included directly in the result of calls. 

• For creating and querying indexes, Watson uses the Apache Lucene Java 
library.  While this library is very efficient and easy to use in most cases, 
many parts of Watson’s services have been improved by optimizing the use of 
Lucene and its indexes, tweaking it to retrieve the ‘right’ amount of 
information when querying the index, to reload elements only when it is really 
necessary, and by keeping elements in memory whenever possible. 

• Finally, additional cache mechanisms have been put in place so that parts of 
the results from previous calls can be reused to compute the result of another 
call, or of a call from another user/application. 

Not all the functions provided by the Watson API have been improved through 
these optimizations. However, essential bottlenecks have been removed and the 
central functions used by PowerAqua (and most of the other applications) now 
provide better performance (reducing response times by 2 to 10,  depending on the 
function). These improvements have been made available to other applications using 
Watson through the deployment of the Watson API version 2.0 on the central 
Watson server.  

3. Ranking PowerAqua results  

Figure 1 shows the overall process model and architecture of the PowerAqua system. 
As shown in the figure, its linguistic component translates a natural language query 
into a linguistic triple form <query term, relation, term>. This is achieved by 
identifying triple associations that relate terms together through verbs and 
prepositions. For instance, the query “which are the members of the rock group 
Nirvana?” is translated to <what-is, members, rock group nirvana>. Secondly, the 
PowerMap algorithm maps the terms of each linguistic triple to semantically 
relevant ontology entities by exploring all available ontologies offered by its back-
end – e.g., by Watson.  Thirdly, the PowerAqua triple similarity service examines 
the candidate ontologies in detail, to generate the answers (i.e., the ontological 
triples) that satisfy the user’s query. Finally, a novel Merging and Ranking 
component is used to generate the final list of answers by merging and ranking the 
various results.  
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Figure 1. PowerAqua Components.  

In what follows we describe the novel ranking algorithm, which allows 
PowerAqua to order results on the basis of its own assessment of their likely 
reliability. This assessment is performed by looking at the mappings established by 
the system between linguistic and ontological triples and by ranking them in terms of 
their ‘robustness’. Concretely, the algorithm takes advantage of three specific 
ranking mechanisms, which are illustrated in the following sections.  

3.1 Ranking derived by merging 

The Merging Component (see [9] for a detailed description) provides the first 
ranking of the answers. Answers obtained by merging a set of partial answers are 
ranked higher than those that could not be merged with other answers. The rationale 
behind this heuristic is that if multiple ontologies with different conceptualizations 
point to the same answer, this is more likely to be correct than unique answers found 
in ‘isolated’ ontologies.  

3.2 Ranking based on the quality of the mappings 

The quality of the matching between a query triple and one (or, in some cases, two) 
ontological triples often has an influence on the quality of the derived answers. We 
identified a set of ranking criteria to predict which of these mappings is likely to be 
more ‘robust’ and thus potentially lead to a good answer. This is based on our 
experience with the use of PowerAqua over the past two years and provides the 
system with an initial ‘self-awareness’ capability, which allows it to estimate its own 
confidence in the quality of the answers it is able to retrieve. These criteria are listed 
below in the order in which they are applied.  

Criterion 1. Ontological triples (OT) that are based on only equivalent or 
synonym type mappings to the corresponding query triples are ranked highest. 
For example, let’s consider a scenario in which the triple <capitals, ?, USA> has 
been mapped to both OT1 = <City (hypernym), attribute_country (ad-hoc), USA 
(exact)> and OT2 = <capital (exact), isCityOf, State> <State, isStateOf, USA 
(exact)>. Because OT2 only contains equivalent mappings, it is ranked higher 
than OT1 (that contains one hyperrnym). 

Criterion 2. Ontological triples that are direct mappings and contain an is-a 
relation are ranked lower than any other triples. The reason for this is that many 
ontologies available on the Semantic Web misuse is-a relations to model other 
types of relations (e.g., partonomy). Hence, we frequently get erroneous 
information from this kind of mappings. However, we do not apply this rule 
when the original question actually contains an is-a relation, as this is an 
indication that such a relation is expected – e.g., in queries such as: “which 
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animals are reptiles?”. As an example let’s consider the following scenario, 
where the triple <person/organization, plays, Nirvana> is matched to OT1 = 
<person, hasMember, MusicianNirvana> and OT2 = <Nirvana Meratnia, is-a, 
person>. In this case, the previous criterion ranks these two answers at the same 
level, however criterion 2 ranks OT1 higher.  

Criterion 3.  Ontological triples that cover all terms in the original query triple, 
including the linguistic relation, are ranked higher than triples that do not cover 
the relation. For example, for the query triple <states, bordering, Colorado>, 
ontological triples that also map the relation “bordering” are preferred - i.e. the 
ontological triple <state, borders, Colorado (state)> is ranked higher than <state, 
runsThrough, Colorado (river)>.  

Criterion 4. Ontological triples containing more exact mappings are preferred. 
For example, for the query triple <london, capital, country>, the ontological 
triple <London (exact), hasCapitalCity, Country(exact)> is preferred over 
<capital_city (WNsynonym), has_capital_city, country (exact)>. Note that this 
rule is similar to criterion 1, but, because it is applied at a later stage, it is more 
restrictive.  

Criterion 5. For “who queries”, which typically can map to people or 
organizations, ontological triples formed with “person” are preferred over those 
formed with “organization”.  

Criterion 6.  Ontological triples based on direct mappings (i.e., where the query 
triple maps to a single ontological triple) are preferred to those relying on 
indirect mappings (i.e., where the query triple maps to two concatenated 
ontological triples). For example, in a scenario where <person/org, works, open 
university> maps to both OT1= <person, memberOf, openUniversity> and to 
OT2 = <person, mentions-person, kmi-planet-news (subclassOf publication)>, 
<kmi-planet-news, mentions-organization, the-open-university>, OT1 is ranked 
higher than OT2.  

3.3 Ranking based on popularity 

Finally, answers are ranked according to their popularity, i.e., the number of 
individual ontologies from which they are derived. For instance, the query “where is 
Paris?” produces two answers: France (or French Republic) and United States (as 
Paris is a city in the state of Texas). Here France is ranked first as it is the most 
popular answer found on the Semantic Web. 

Although no formal evaluation of the ranking mechanism has been carried out, an 
initial informal analysis shows that these criteria consistently produce good rankings. 
In section 5 we will show the integration of PowerAqua with a novel trust engine for 
ontologies, which provides an additional mechanism to rank PowerAqua answers to 
user queries. 

4. Adding access rights to the cautious knowledge sharing scenario  

In this section we present the integration of an access control technique with the 
cautious knowledge sharing. The resulting solution allows individual Watson peers 
to control precisely which fragments of ontologies a particular user may have access 
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to. The solution we have adopted here is based on the framework for access rights 
defined in the NeOn project (http://www.neon-project.org), which is presented in 
[10]. In what follows we will first give a brief overview of the framework and we 
will then show how it has been applied to control and manage access to the 
knowledge stored in Watson peers.  

4.1 Access rights in brief 

The motivation for investigating access rights and authorities comes from the 
requirement of individuals or organizations to preserve confidentiality due to  the 
sensitivity of data content. In many scenarios we share resources with others and/or 
operate within a networked, connected environment, where access to resources needs 
to be controlled.  

In principle, as shown in figure 2, in any access control model there are two 
primary access control entities (henceforth: ‘entities’):  

• subject entities. These are the entities permitted to perform a particular action 
in the access control system (usually known as ‘users’);  

• object entities. These are the entities that represent resources to which access 
may be needed and may need to be controlled. In the figure we show a simple 
example in which a subject, ‘Alice’, has authority ‘to drive’ a ‘car’ object.  

 
Figure 2. Basic access control example. 

Access control relies at the very least on a triple comprising elements from three 
sets: Σ – a set of subjects (entities wanting to gain access); Ω – a set of objects 
(entities that may be accessed, also known as resources); and I – a set of access 
actions or invocations. A triple α = (s, o, i) ∈ Σ×Ω×I represents an access right or 
authority of subject s to access object o using action i. 

It is not the purpose of this deliverable to review details of all the different access 
control models. Such a review can be found in [10]. Only briefly, ACL or access 
control lists is a large family of models that rely on a list or a table of authorities 
(subjects) permitted to access a particular resource being attached directly to that 
resource (object). By the nature of the ACL systems, whenever a user (subject) 
requests access to perform a particular operation on the resource (object), the access 
control system needs to first look into the respective ACL whether or not it contains 
an appropriate entry for the subject. In other words, an access operation in the ACL-
based models has to be split into two independent steps: (i) authenticating the 
subject, followed by (ii) authorizing the requested operation on a given object.  
Some of the concrete examples of ACL-based models are discretionary (DAC) and 
mandatory (MAC). The former is the simpler of the two, where an owner of a 
resource simply grants a given access to another subject. The discretionary nature of 
this model comes from the fact that a subject with certain access rights is capable of 
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passing that permission onto any other subject ad-hoc. Unlike DAC, MAC-based 
models have a notion of ‘central authority’ (typically, a system administrator), who 
is normally the only subject capable of modifying the ACLs for the objects. For 
these reasons, MAC-based models are non-discretionary. As the individual subjects 
are denied full control, the access rights are controlled by a system security policy. 
In this model it may also be possible for a specific subject to grant access rights to 
others. We can see this style of managing access rights in SQL databases, where the 
system maintains a set of several central tables that are (by definition) not modifiable 
by any common user of the database system. 

Another common model is the so-called role-based (RBAC), which addresses the 
key weakness of the previous two: they deal with individual subjects and their 
identities. Although these identity-driven models are intuitive and fairly fine-grained, 
it was observed in the 1990s that they are not entirely compatible with what is going 
on in a typical organization. In RBAC, permissions to execute a particular operation 
or to access a particular resource object are usually bound to these organizational 
roles rather than to the specific individuals. In RBAC models, each subject is 
assigned a particular role (or several roles, if applicable), and through this role 
assignment acquires certain access rights and permissions to carry out specific 
actions with particular resource objects. The main weakness of RBAC is its 
exponential complexity – organizations trying to establish roles on the scale of the 
whole enterprise often end up with as many roles (if not more) as there are individual 
employees. This obviously beats the initial argument of having a more nimble, 
organizationally meaningful and easy-to-maintain access control model. 

As explained in [10], because of the shortcomings of the above models, we opted 
to develop an authority-driven approach  to access rights. In this model, as discussed 
by Dennis and Van Horn [11], a subject accesses an object by acquiring a special 
token, rather than relying on an identity check. The token would actually designate 
an object and would simultaneously give the subject an authority to perform a 
specific set of actions on the object in question.  

‘Authority keys’ often improve overall system security; primarily because they 
replace so-called forgeable references. A forgeable reference (such as a path or plain 
URI) only identifies an object, but does not say anything about which access rights 
apply. Hence, any attempt to access the referenced object needs to be validated (e.g., 
by a file system or a web server). On the contrary, in the authority-based model, the 
fact that a subject possesses a particular ‘key’ gives it the rights to use the referenced 
object in line with the access privileges allowed by the key. In other words, the 
authority-based model gives the entities only those capabilities to access data they 
may ever need. For instance, Figure 3 shows an example of an authority-based 
access control: Alice points out her car to Bob (thin arrows) and passes him a token 
(thick arrow), which gives him access rights to the car.  
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Figure 3. Example of authority-based access control. 

4.2 Realising the scenario in the OpenKnowledge architecture 

The approach sketched in the previous section can be realised in the 
OpenKnowledge architecture in the following way: each user who asks questions to 
PowerAqua is identified and thus the system may draw upon specific authorities 
possessed by a given user. Authorities are associated with ontology modules, which 
can be generated in a very flexible way on the basis of user specifications, using the 
approach to modularization developed in the NeOn project [12]. 

 
Figure 4. Introducing authority-based access control in the PowerAqua-OK system.  

For the sake of simplifying the user interaction, the authorities are maintained 
centrally and are indexed against particular user names. The central repository of 
authorities contains the URIs of the resources, i.e., ontology modules, associated 
with each user.  

In our scenario, a user poses a query through PowerAqua, which, in order to 
answer it, has to access ontologies stored on Watson peers. This interaction is 
mediated by an Application Peer (AP), which taps into the OpenKnowledge p2p 
infrastructure and locates and interacts with the relevant Watson peers, which 
provide different ontologies. Figure 4 shows this basic scenario and its augmentation 
with an authority-based access control.  
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The access control is implemented at the level of each Watson Peer (WPi) which 
processes the results obtained from the interaction with the Watson engine (WEi). 
The advantage of this solution is that it is completely transparent to PowerAqua and 
the Watson back end and only requires augmenting the interaction between 
application and Watson peers.  In sum, a Watson Peer simply uses the central 
repository of authorities to find out which particular keys belong to a user (steps  
and ) and it uses these to filter out the content that should remain hidden from the 
user in question (steps  and ).  

4.3 An example 

The access control demonstration, which can be accessed at http://kmi-
dev06.open.ac.uk:8080/okpa/, uses two of the ontologies stored on the peers in the 
OpenKnowledge p2p network. Hence, all queries that normally make use of these 
two ontologies would be affected and may give different answers depending on 
which user is asking them. The following ontologies are ‘access-controlled’, each 
working with respective authority keys - note that the authority keys have 
meaningful labels just to simplify the demonstration; these keys can easily be in a 
hashed form, e.g., “http://tinyurl.com/x766hqY56v”: 

{ontology URI/URL} :::::  associated authority key(s) 
/data/.../russiaB.rdf :::::   russia_Full, russia_RiversOnly, russia_SeasOnly, 

russia_RiversSeasOnly, russia_Empty 
/data/.../ontoword.xml :::::   ontoworld_Full, ontoworld_GeographyOnly 

Then, we introduce several users in the framework, each having different 
authority keys enabling him/her to access a particular part of the protected 
ontologies.  

{user} ::::  authority key(s)  
martin ::::  russia_Full 
james ::::   russia_RiversSeasOnly, ontoworld_Full 
vanessa ::::  russia_RiversOnly 
davide ::::   [none] 
superman :::: [all] 

The following questions can be used to test the access management mechanism, 
and yield the following answers: 

{user}: question 
martin: Which rivers are in Russia? 
   russiaB.rdf: Don, Dnepr, Volga, Neva   (and nothing else) 
  Which rivers flow to Caspian Sea? 
   russiaB.rdf: Volga   (and nothing else) 
  Name the president of Russia. 
   russiaB.rdf: Vladimir Putin   (and nothing else) 
james: Which rivers are in Russia? 
   russiaB.rdf: Don, Dnepr, Volga, Neva 
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   ontoworld: Seine, Danube, etc. 
  Which rivers flow to Caspian Sea? 
   russiaB.rdf: Volga   (and nothing else) 
  Name the president of Russia. 
   russiaB.rdf: Don, Dnepr, etc. (‘Putin’ not visible) 
vanessa: Which rivers are in Russia? 
   russiaB.rdf: Dnepr, Volga   (2 answers visible and nothing else) 
  Which rivers flow to Caspian Sea? 
   Various partial answers from general ontologies  
  Name the president of Russia. 
   Various partial answers from general ontologies 
davide / ‘any other user’ / ‘no login’: 
  Which rivers are in Russia? 
   Various partial answers from general ontologies 
  Which rivers flow to Caspian Sea? 
   Various partial answers from general ontologies 
  Name the president of Russia. 
   Various partial answers from general ontologies 

General questions not referring to any of the access-controlled ontologies are 
unaffected, e.g.: What enzymes are used in wine making?, What are symptoms of 
Parkinson?, Show me the movies of Jennifer Aniston, Give me the actors in "the 
break up", Which animals are reptiles?, etc. 

The RussiaB and Ontoworld ontologies are not accessible by users with no login 
or with no privileges – see Figure 5. 
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Figure 5.  Access Rights Example for an anonymous user.  

However, the user Superman has all privileges, and therefore it can get answers 
from both RussiaB and ontoworld, so the question “which rivers are in Russia?” 
generates an answer in both ontologies - see Figure 6. Similarly the user Martin has 
all privileges for the russiaB ontology, but none for the ontoworld ontology, 
therefore the question “which rivers are in Russia?” will only generate an answer in 
RussiaB.  Moreover, Martin can ask other queries like “give me oil industries in 
Russia”, “what is the president of Russia?” and obtain a valid answer from russiaB - 
see Figure 7. 
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Figure 6.  Access rights example for a user with access to all ontologies.  

 
Figure 7. Access rights example for a user with no access to ontoworld ontology.  

The user James has only access to the ontological entities ”Russia”, “sea” and 
“river” in RussiaB, therefore we can ask queries such as: “which rivers end in the 
Caspian Sea?” - see Figure 8, but not sensitive political information such as: “Name 
the president of Russia” - see Figure 9. 
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Figure 8.  Access rights example for a user with only partial access to Russia ontology - I.  

 
Figure 9. Access rights example for a user with only partial access to Russia ontology - II. 

Additionally, we can specify privileges at the level of instances. For example, the 
user Vanessa has no access to the two instances “Don” and “Neva” in the russiaB 
ontology when posting the query “which rivers are in Russia?” – see Figure 10.  
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Figure 10.  Access rights example – privileges at the level of instances. 

5. A Trust Engine for ontology repositories and its integration with 
PowerAqua 

5.1 Models of trust 

In its simplest characterization, a trust relation can be modelled as a binary relation, 
connecting an agent a to a resource r. In this simple characterization, we can simply 
assert trusts(a, r) to declare that a trusts r. Needless to say, far more complex 
accounts can be found in the literature (e.g., see [13] for an overview), which may 
introduce qualitative or quantitative measures of trust (rather than a simple true/false 
dimension), take into account the context in which a trust relation holds and the 
various factors affecting it, and may consider the way trust relations emerge in the 
context of a community – e.g., using meta-trust relations and a trust calculus we can 
determine the degree of trust existing between a and r by using our information 
about the trust relations occurring between {a1…an} and r, and those between a and 
{a1…an}. Indeed these issues have been comprehensively tackled in the 
OpenKnowledge project, which consistently with its emphasis on open scenarios has 
produced a very general framework to characterise and compute trust in 
communities of interactive agents [14].  

Nevertheless, in the context of Semantic Web applications, which consume 
knowledge accessed through gateways such as Watson, the question “what does it 
mean to trust an ontology?” has not yet been properly addressed.  In other words, 
while approaches such as ReGreT [14] provide a generic framework for reasoning 
with trust relations in a community of agents, they do not take into account the 
specific aspects characterizing ontologies, where formal relations exist between 
entities, which can be taken into account when assigning trust to them.  

In this section we will precisely address this problem and describe a novel trust 
engine, which takes as input feedback from a user about the quality of the 
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information received from a particular source, and formally computes the current 
trust values for all entities in the associated ontology, by taking into account the 
formal structure and the formal relations which exist between entities in an ontology. 

5.2 A computational model for assigning trust values to ontological entities. 

5.2.1 Preliminaries 
A Knowledge Base (KB) can be characterized as a set of statements. In Semantic 
Web languages, such as OWL/RDF, a statement is a triple of the form <subject, 
predicate, object>. In this model we assume that an agent, Agi, is able to assign a 
quality rating, Q(Tk), specified in the interval [0 – 1], to a triple, say Tk, in the KB. 
This assignment, A(Agi, Q(Tk)), may be made explicitly, or may be inferred by a 
system as a result of an action taken by the agent. For example, an assignment of a 
positive quality rating from a human agent, say Agi, to a triple, say Tk, may be 
hypothesized if Agi decides to import Tk from the Semantic Web to an ontology 
under construction, when using a tool for knowledge reuse, such as the Watson 
Plugin [15] for the NeOn Toolkit [16].  

Given an assignment A(Agi, Q(Tk)), our model automatically computes both a 
value, Tr(Tk, Agi), which estimates the degree of trust assigned to Tk by Agi, and a 
value Tr(Ei, Agi), for each ontological entity Ei, which is ‘related’ to Tk, either 
explicitly, or implicitly, through the semantics of the language. Tr(Ei, Agi) is meant 
to give a measure of the degree of trust that Agi may reasonably associate with Ei.  

In the rest of this section we will specify precisely the rules used to update trust 
values for ontological entities, as a result of an assignment of a quality rating to a 
triple by an agent. In the formalization of this model we have considered all the key 
primitives in RDFS: domain, range, subClassOf, type, and subPropertyOf.  The 
model can be easily generalized to cover also all constructs in OWL. 

5.2.2 Assigning trust values to triples 
If a quality rating Q(Tk) has been assigned to a triple Tk by Agi, then Tr(Tk, Agi) = 
Q(Tk). In other words, the trust value of a triple with respect to an agent is the same 
as the quality rating assigned by the agent to the triple in question. 

5.2.3 Assigning trust values to individuals 
Let KB be a set of triples, {T1…..Tn}; Ik an individual; and KB(Ik) the set of triples 
in KB, where Ik is the subject. Let’s also consider KB(subClassOf (Ik)), the set of all 
subClassOf statements in the KB, of the form <Cm, subClassOf, Cn>, where KB ⇒ 
<Ik, type, Cm>.  

Tr(Ik, Agi) is then computed as AverageTrust (KB(Imk) ∪ KB(subClassOf (Imk)), 
Agi). In other words, the trust value for an individual, Ik, is computed as the 
combination of two elements: the statements in which Ik plays the role of the subject 
and the subClassOf statements in the KB, where the subject is a parent of Ik. In 
practice this means that from a trust perspective, every subClassOf statement, say 
<Cm, subClassOf, Cn>, is treated as a collection of type statements <Imk, type, Cn>, 
for each Imk such that KB ⇒ <Imk, type, Cm>. 
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5.2.4 Assigning trust values to classes 
Let Ck be a class; KB(Ck) the set of triples in KB, where Ck is the subject; Indsk = 
{Ik1…Ikn} the set of individuals such that KB ⇒ < Ikj, type, Ck>; KB(subClassOf 
(Ck)) the set of all subClassOf statements in the KB, of the form <MCm, subClassOf, 
MCn>, where KB ⇒ <Ck, type, MCm>; and KB(domain(Ck)) the set of all domain 
statements in the KB, of the form <Rj, domain, Ck> for any Rj.  We can then 
compute the trust value of Ck, say Tr(Ck, Agi) as the average of the trust values 
assigned to the members of Indsk, the members of KB(Ck), the members of 
KB(subClassOf (Ck)), and the members of KB(domain(Ck)). In sum, Tr(Ck, Agi) = 
AverageTrust (Indsk ∪ KB(Ck) ∪ KB(subClassOf (Ck)) ∪ KB(domain(Ck)), Agi).  

In practice here we integrate: 
- an extensional view of a class (its trust value is a function of the trust value of 

the members of the class); 
- an intensional view (the trust value of a class also takes into account the 

statements about the class itself) and 
- a frame-based view (the trust value assigned to a domain statement also 

affect the class, which is the object of the statement).  

5.2.5 Assigning trust values to properties 
Let KB be a set of triples, {T1…..Tn}. Let Rk be a property; KBs(Rk) the set of triples 
in KB where the subject is Rk; KB(subClassOf (Rk)) the set of all subClassOf 
statements in the KB, of the form <MRm, subClassOf, MRn>, where KB ⇒ <Rk, 
type, MRm>; and KBp(Rk) the set of triples in KB, where the predicate is either Rk or 
a property Rj for which KB ⇒ <Rj, subPropertyOf, Rk>. We say then that Tr(Rk, 
Agi) = AverageTrust (KBp(Rk) ∪ KBs(Rk) ∪ KB(subClassOf (Rk)), Agi).  In other 
words, the trust value assigned by an agent to a property is computed as the average 
of the trust values assigned by the agent to all the triples in the KB which populate 
either the property or one of its sub-properties, plus the trust values associated with 
the view of Rk as an individual. 

5.2.6 Initializing and maintaining default trust values 
In the previous sections we have shown how trust values can be assigned to 
ontological entities as a result of an assignment of a quality rating to a statement. 
However, the treatment so far does not say anything about the trust value of 
statements which have not been explicitly rated by a user. Here two aspects need to 
be considered: first, it is important to provide a mechanism that allows a user to 
assign a default trust value to an ontology.  This can be done trivially by allowing the 
user to initialise such value the first time he or she uses the ontology, or can be 
computed using any of the various mechanisms for computing community trust, as a 
result of other users’ use of the ontology.  

A more complicated issue concerns the behaviour of the default trust value over 
time. Obviously, as we interact with an ontology, we wish the default value to reflect 
our experience with the quality of the ontology. In particular we want such default 
value to converge over time to the average of the quality statements that we have 
formulated. This behaviour can be achieved by means of the following formula: 
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The variables used in this formula have been defined as follows: 

Tinitial =  The default trust value assigned to a KB by the user, before any 
quality rating is assigned.  

n =  The size of the Knowledge Base measured in number of triples.  
m =  The number of triples in the Knowledge Base which have had a 

quality rating assigned by the user (m≤n).  
TmAvg =  The average of the m values currently assigned by the user to triples 

in the KB. 
k = a constant. In our experiments we have set k=5. 

The formula above has been designed on the basis of pragmatic criteria; 
essentially it defines the kind of behaviour we would like to achieve. However, we 
make no claim whatsoever to the criticality of this particular formula and indeed 
other formulas could easily be used in lieu of the one proposed here. 

5.2.7 Implementing the trust engine 
An initial implementation of the trust model has been completed and integrated with 
Watson on the back end side and with PowerAqua on the user side. While the 
resulting software exhibits a certain degree of internal complexity, from a functional 
point of view its behaviour is simple: it supports an evaluation function:  

evaluate(onto, s, p, o, user, value), 
which makes it possible for a user to assign a quality value to a statement, and a 
retrieval function:  

getEvaluation(onto, r, user)  value : real, 
which makes it possible to retrieve the trust value associated with a particular entity r 
in an ontology. 

It is important to emphasize that the current implementation and trust model only 
support individual user views over an ontology. In other words, both assigning 
quality values and retrieving trust values are user-specific mechanisms. In the future 
we plan to extend the framework to support also community-oriented views, as well 
as meta-trust aspects – e.g., by integrating it with the solutions defined in [14].  

5.3 Integrating PowerAqua with the trust engine 

In order to use the trust engine in PowerAqua, a user needs to be logged in through 
the PowerAqua login mechanism. An initial integration of PowerAqua and the trust 
engine was realised by providing a simple interface to the user, who was allowed to 
validate an answer retrieved by PowerAqua as right or wrong. For instance, for a 
query like “what is the capital of Spain?” the user can evaluate the triple <Madrid, 
capital-of, Spain> as “true” in ontology A, and the triple <Seville, capital-of, Spain> 
as “false” in ontology B. 

 A second version (see Figure 11), which requires the most recent version of the 
Watson API, allows the user to provide feedback in the traditional fashion used by 
review sites, by rating each answer with a number of stars (from 1, not satisfied, to 5, 
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very satisfied). The trust value returned by the trust engine can be used to rank the 
different ontological answers returned by PowerAqua and can be used together with 
the mechanism described in section 3.  

It is important to note here that, in contrast with the ranking mechanism presented 
in section 3, the integration of PowerAqua and the trust engine only allows a user to 
make a quality judgment about the intrinsic correctness of the statement returned by 
PowerAqua. In particular in some cases PowerAqua fails to correctly interpret the 
user’s question and as a result wrong answers are returned not because there is 
anything wrong about the ontology, but simply because of the mapping error made 
by PowerAqua. In these cases it would be incorrect for users to give low quality 
ratings to the statements in question.  

 
Figure 11. Assigning and visualizing trust values in PowerAqua. 

6. Conclusions 

In this report we have presented the latest version of PowerAqua4, illustrating a 
number of improvements that we have made to the system, as well as extensions and 
improvements we have made to Watson and to the overall PowerAqua-OK system5. 
In particular, the integration of an access rights mechanism with the PowerAqua-OK 
system provides us with a much more comprehensive solution for modelling 
scenarios where different knowledge providers wish to maintain a close control on 

                                                        
4 The standard PowerAqua system, which interfaces with the centralized version of Watson is 

accessible online at http://kmi-web07.open.ac.uk/poweraqua.  
5  An online demo of the final PowerAqua OK version, including trust and access rights, is accessible 

from http://kmi-dev06.open.ac.uk:8080/okpa/.  
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user access.  We have already come across such scenarios in real-world corporate 
intranets and we believe that there is a strong possibility that such scenarios may 
appear on the Semantic Web in the future. We also believe that the trust engine 
presented here is a significant step, allowing users to make judgements about 
semantic resources in the context of their use, a key requirement for the uptake of 
this type of technology. 

Nevertheless a number of important tasks still need to be carried out. An 
important one concerns the deployment of these technologies in concrete industrial 
contexts and to this purpose we are currently holding discussions with two SMEs in 
two different European countries, which have expressed interest in the technologies 
presented in this deliverable. There are also a number of research and development 
tasks that we plan to carry out in the next few months.  These include carrying out 
formal evaluations of both the semantic ranking system and the trust engine, 
extending the latter with the work described in [14] to support community-based 
trust, as well as integrating it with other user-centric Semantic Web tools, such as the 
Watson Plugin [15] for the NeOn Toolkit [16]. 
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